Continuous feedback from customers & engineers in all fields and operating conditions across the globe translates into real progress. Greater availability, longer intervals between maintenance & overhauls, decreasing labour costs & parts and – in all situations – a faster return to revenue service.

“At Faiveley Transport continuous improvement and customer satisfaction are not aims, but an everyday reality…”

Who better than Faiveley Transport to maintain your equipment?

Wherever you are, this WORLDWIDE NETWORK ensures a rapid intervention, with a whole world of expertise focused on your specific situation. The skills you need, when & where you need them.
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Excessive parts replacement? Premature disc & pad/block wear?

FAIVELEY TRANSPORT
PUT ALL THEIR...

... GLOBAL EXPERIENCE & LOCAL PRESENCE
This active presence on every continent not only ensures a real understanding of local conditions and constraints, it also helps communication and rapid response. One local Faiveley Transport contact at your service from start to finish.

TECHNICAL KNOW-HOW
Covering all sectors of the Railway Industry, from world record breaking very high speed trains to trams & metros, Faiveley Transport have unrivalled expertise in discs, pads & blocks.

& EQUIPMENT...
With full scale dynamometers, banks of hardware plus unique, specific test programmes, no-one is better equipped to develop specific energy management systems and optimise the running costs and availability.

FUTURE NEEDS
Research & Development at Customer Service, dedicated to extending the working life of existing trains & equipment, is already supplying technical innovations including energy saving technologies and new materials to extend the active working lifespan of existing equipment. Giving an extra advantage to clients & customers all over the world...

... AT YOUR SERVICE
This expertise & equipment allows specific, customised system solutions that avoid abnormal wear, improve availability and reduce life cycle costs with all the security and reliability you expect from a world-leader.

WHY PUT UP WITH LESS?
Behind every reference is a story of flexibility and adaptability.